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ISS RECOMMENDS THAT SHAREHOLDERS SUPPORT
BROOKE'S SPINOFF PROPOSAL
--------------------

Institutional Shareholder Services ("ISS"), an investment research firm
that advises many major institutional investors, issued a report on February 6,
1996 supporting Brooke's consent proposal for an immediate spinoff of RJR
Nabisco's (NYSE: RN) Nabisco (NYSE: NA) food business to RJR Nabisco
shareholders. In addition, the ISS report supports Brooke's proposal to rescind
a bylaw change that the RJR Nabisco Board made in secrecy which eliminates the
ability of shareholders to call special meetings.
ISS said, in its report, "We recommend that shareholders CONSENT to the
spin-off proposal." ISS explained, "There is little guarantee that there will be
a better time for RJR to conduct a spin-off of its controlling interest in
Nabisco. Given that the company has expressed its belief that a spin-off is both
possible, beneficial, and legally defensible, it is hard to follow the company's
logic behind delaying the spin-off for a better time, especially in light of the
uninterrupted history of tobacco litigation."
With respect to RJR Nabisco's statements regarding the "true motives of
Messrs. LeBow and Icahn," ISS concluded: "...that regardless of who the
proponent may be, if the underlying nonbinding proposal is valid and in the best
interests of shareholders, it deserves wide support." ISS also recommended that
shareholders support Brooke's bylaw proposal, stating that RJR's previous action
to change the bylaw "...renders the bylaws that establish shareholder rights
meaningless and flies in the face of shareholder democracy."

